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Sizable Protest Planned at San Francisco International Airport  

Noise Pollution and Safety Violation Concerns Unite Bay Area Residents Against FAA 
 

San Francisco Bay Area – On Saturday, October 24 from 10am-12pm citizens of Santa Cruz 
County will join others from San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties to protest at San Francisco 
International airport as part of No Fly Day—national coordinated demonstrations to bring back 
the peace and quiet to communities impacted by the FAA’s NextGen program.  Save our Skies 
Santa Cruz, Sky Posse Palo Alto and Californians for Quiet Skies who are behind the protest 
expect a sizable crowd.   
 
Protesters say the FAA has failed to address the extreme levels of new jet noise pollution over 
their communities and serious safety violations that endanger local populations. They are 
demanding that congress put this air traffic control modernization program on hold. 
 
"NextGen was touted as an energy saver and cost effective, yet even before it was implemented 
the Inspector General and Federal Auditors warned Congress that its costs out weighed the 
benefits," said Patrick Meyer, spokesperson for No Fly Day. 
 
NextGen Flight Paths Far Louder than Traditional Ones 
Pre-NextGen flight routes were flown at higher altitudes and spread out to minimize the impact 
of jet noise over any one neighborhood or community.  They were designed to pass over 
unpopulated areas, such as the Bay, as much as possible. In contrast, NextGen flight routes 
consolidated many long-established flight paths into major superhighways above previously 
quiet communities as far as 60 miles from the airport. In addition, they now start their descents 
much further from the airport, flying at very low altitudes long before they reach the airport. 
People living under the new NextGen flight routes are subjected to constant jet noise, causing 
sleepless nights, increased stress and other health problems.  
 
“This is horrible--it's a nightmare.  I moved here to retire in the peace and quiet but now I am 
tortured with a bombardment of jet noise blasts between moments of the quiet we used to 
experience all the time,” said Barry Hoglund, a resident of the Vine Hill area. 
 
Across the South Bay Area residents under NextGen flight paths are suffering from relentless 
overflights every 2-5 minutes that regularly generates up to 1,000 times more noise than the 
ambient level they used to enjoy.  

Unaddressed Noise Complaints Expose Reporting System as Largely a Facade  
According to a presentation given by Bert Ganoung, SFO Manager of Aircraft Noise Abatement, 
to the American Association of Airport Executives on October 7, “The volume of this year’s 
[noise] complaints is such that we have not seen in the history of the Noise Abatement Office.” 
His presentation shows noise reports are up 1,000% over the last year and rising, and the 
month of August alone eclipsed the next annual high on record. A majority of those have come 
from the South Bay and Santa Cruz regions, which were unexpectedly inundated with loud jets 
flying over their houses in March of this year.  
 
During that same presentation Larry Galindo, Oakland’s Airport Noise and Environmental Affairs 
Supervisor, presented a pretend citizen noise complaint form, mocking either people submitting 



complaints, or as a commentary on how the system is legally allowed to ignore noise 
complaints. “Making a mockery of the noise complaint system may be funny to aviation industry 
insiders, but is not going to sit well with Bay Area citizens who have had their environment 
degraded and property devalued by extreme noise pollution. We see no humor at all,” said 
Meyer. “This is undeniable proof that its time for a system where citizens can submit noise 
reports to someone with jurisdiction for making change.”  
 
Major Safety Violations Pose Mid-Air Collision and Wildfire Risks 
Beyond the noise violations, citizens are concerned the FAA’s rushed implementation of 
NextGen caused them to miss a major safety flaw in their Northern California design. In a 
meeting on July 24 with the FAA, Save Our Skies Santa Cruz informed them that its technical 
team had uncovered SFO-bound planes traveling the Serfr 1 route regularly violate Class B 
airspace, which is designed to protect aircraft not equipped with transponders from colliding with 
commercial jets.  
 
“As a pilot, there’s no doubt that the FAA designed a dangerous path,” said Dave Austin, retired 
commercial jet pilot. "Roughly 750 jets are perilously flying into Class-B airspace each month as 
a result of the path design.” 
 
The route crosses over the fire-sensitive Santa Cruz Mountain, Los Gatos and Saratoga 
neighborhoods. Several pilots have submitted NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System reports 
specifically citing design flaws in the route that cause these dangerous infractions. 
 
“The FAA says its first priority is safety, yet they’ve been playing Russian roulette with the lives 
of SFO and SJC -bound travelers and local residents for more than 60 days,” said Meyer. “We 
are anxiously awaiting their promised proposals for correcting these issues.”   
 
Local Leadership Take the Fight National 
The protest is planned to coincide with demonstrations across the country, in observance of 
#NoFlyDay — a national movement to restore peace and quiet to communities destroyed by the 
FAA’s NextGen program.  Thousands of citizens in major cities across the country will be 
protesting at airports and government offices demanding immediate action. 
 
This national event was conceived of and co-organized by local members of Save Our Skies 
Santa Cruz County who have built a coalition of similar groups in cities throughout the nation 
including Sky Posse Palo Alto and Californians for Quiet Skies as well as groups in Boston, 
Minneapolis, Phoenix, Greater Los Angeles/Culver City, Seattle and San Diego. 
 
----------------------------------------- 
#NoFlyDay is a national campaign to restore the peace and quiet of the many communities 
recently destroyed by the FAA’s NextGen program. By uniting citizens across the country to not 
fly on October 24th and convening protests at major U.S. airports, #NoFlyDay will force the FAA 
to finally address the devastating noise impacts of NextGen. #NoFlyDay is cosponsored by 
Save Our Skies Santa Cruz and MSP Fair Skies and hosted in partnership with local 
organizations nationwide.  www.noflyday.org  
	  
Save Our Skies Santa Cruz County is a wellorganized, grassroots organization of committed 
community members concerned about the new SERFR One flight path and among others that 
have created serious and consistent loud jet noise levels over the residents of Santa Cruz 
County. Pristine areas which were previously quiet and dominated by natural sounds are now 
drowned out by the constant noise of commercial jet aircraft throughout the day. 
www.sossantacruz.org  


